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Print Issue | Print Page: Page 3 THE last thing any self-respecting citizen in the modern world wants to do is talk about
religion. Nor do they want to hear about geography, either. So when the Mongol Empire officially invaded Europe in 1241,
the only thing expected to move in the event was a rain of stones. This unsettling realisation came to me at a book fair in
the autumn of last year. In the penultimate slot at the booksignals table, there was nothing to recommend it. I strolled over,
scanning the spines. The titular image was a tattered photograph of a vast, decaying wooden ramp made from what looked
like thousands of long, curved branches. It ran in off the page, up the wall of the stall, across a makeshift stage and into a
door. I walked a few yards down to the next stall. The photo was of a monk, with a shaven head and bowed back, grinning
for the camera. With its enormous blue background and the caption ''Monks of the End,'' it was tough not to be reminded
of a rather different book. I leaned back on my heels to think about it, turned it over, and discovered that the original came
from the people who run the fair, the British Museum's traveling library -- the same company that puts on literary festivals
across Britain. They'd hired the monks for an exhibition on medieval monasticism, one that emphasises that the monks
weren't devoted to asceticism, being merely motivated by fear of hellfire. Now that I knew what to expect, I perused a
couple of titles with a more positive spin: 'Is Greece Fragile?'and 'Does a Good Map Lead to a Good Country?'These were
travelogues by a professor of geography called Nicholas Campion, who used to work for British Airways. They kept the
historian Robin Harris's notion of the ''great map of the world'' as a foundational Western concept of geography going, but
they focused it on more recent conflicts that have affected the fortunes of places so long as
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